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What are you known for?
Katie Glaister: Our space planning is very strong. We
create practical and dramatic spaces that really work.
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I was lucky enough to work at Sibyl Colefax &
John Fowler. It’s the best training you can have.
I worked with Philip Hooper who is absolutely
fantastic and such an inspiration to me.
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What’s your latest discovery at the Design Centre?
Henry Miller Robinson: We love Miles de Lange’s new
What’s your latest discovery at the Design Centre?
showroom [Alexander Lamont
+ Miles].
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I always
go to Tissus He
d’Hélène,
Pierre Frey and
Turnell & Gigon and I also like Collier Webb
companies that we love to useforinhardware.
our projects, such as Soie
de Lune, Lauren Hwang NY and Savel Inc.

What are you known for?
Katie Glaister: Our space planning is very strong. We
create practical and dramatic spaces that really work.
Understanding exactly how our client wishes to use the
space informs all of our design decisions and our thinking
often goes beyond a straightforward solution.
Henry Miller Robinson: We consider the use of every
inch of space, create sequences of rooms with a purpose
and flow, where natural light is maximised and where
maximum value can be added to the property.
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What’s the thread that runs through every scheme, regardless of
the aesthetic?
Katie Glaister: We are known for our layering. We love
to combine traditional style and bespoke elements with a
touch of contemporary humour.
Did you have a big break?
Henry Miller Robinson: We started our business with a
wonderful project in Fulham which ended up winning us
three awards, including the Sunday Times British Homes
Awards 2019.
Katie Glaister: Our clients looked us in the eye, read our
proposal with great thoroughness and put their faith in us.
We remain close to them, and being able to show the project
and have it photographed helped us win those awards.
What’s your latest discovery at the Design Centre?
Henry Miller Robinson: We love Miles de Lange’s new
showroom [Alexander Lamont + Miles]. He represents
companies that we love to use in our projects, such as Soie
de Lune, Lauren Hwang NY and Savel Inc.
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